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The importance of outﬂows in galaxy evolution
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Multi-phase characterisation
for a few high-z AGN (Brusa+18, Vayner+17)
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AGN-driven outflows with optical / NIR IFS observations
(fig. from Circosta+18)

Total mass outflow rate: ~500

-800 Msun/yr

obtained by SINFONI tracing the SF regions in the
galaxy (taken
from Cresci et al. 2015). In green we also show
the contours of
the continuum-subtracted line map extracted from
the blue wing
(1.294-1.296 micron) of the [O III] emission (also
taken from
Cresci et a. 2015). Interestingly, the blue tail of the
CO(5-4) tracing the molecular outflow, is co-spatial with the obser
ved [O III]
blue emission due to outflowing warm ionised gas.
This is the
first time that an outflow in both the molecular and
ionised components has been detected in the same object and
on the same
spatial region, therefore likely associated to the
same outflow
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As a consequence of the co-spatiality of the ionis
ed and
molecular outflow, Figure 12 also shows that both
the CO and
[O III] blue tail emissions are compatible to be
in between the
SF knots traced by the H↵ narrow emission, reinfo
rcing the

We
kinetic
by deri

Ṁion ~300 Msun/yr (Cresci+
15)
Ṁneu ~80 Msun/yr (MP+15
)
Ṁmol ~50-350 Msun/yr (Bru
sa+18)
(Largest uncertainty: α
(0.13-0.8); see Richings&F-G18)
see also Vayner+2017
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Methods and Deﬁnitions
cold gas mass Mgas = αCO
Depletion time

L’CO

Schinnerer+16

t depl. = Mgas / SFR

Star Formation Efficiency SFE

= SFR / Mgas
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mass, SFE = SFR/Mgas or, SFEIR
= LIR /LCO
, in the range between a few 100
( in L /(K km s 1 pc2 ) )(units omitted from now
on for simplicity) and ⇡ 1000 (see e.g. Fig. 4 in Feruglio et al.
2014 for an early compilation). On the other hand, normal starforming galaxies and SBs display SFE values range from ⇠ 10
and 200, with the latter population generally lying on the upper
end of this range (Feruglio et al. 2014). We note that the SFE of
individual classes of sources is roughly constant with redshift at
z > 1 (e.g. Sargent et al. 2014; Feruglio et al. 2014; Schinnerer
et al. 2016; Tacconi et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2017). Therefore,
the characteristic SFE-ranges for optically luminous QSOs and
star-forming galaxies quoted above are e↵ectively applicable at
all z>1 (see §4.1 for more detailed discussion).
According to the SB-QSO paradigm, the SFE of unobscured
QSOs should be significantly higher than for main sequence
(MS; Speagle et al. 2014) galaxies and SBs because of the AGN
feedback, which expelled the gas from their host galaxies during previous phases. In particular, during the initial stages of the
merger, the SFR is expected to be a factor of a few (up to 10)
higher with respect to normal, isolated galaxies (Di Matteo et
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Methods and Deﬁnitions
cold gas mass Mgas = αCO
Depletion time

L’CO

Schinnerer+16

t depl. = Mgas / SFR

Star Formation Efficiency SFE

= SFR / Mgas

= LIR / L’CO

fgas = Mgas / ( Mstar +Mgas )
normalised gas fraction µgas = fgas / fgas |MS

gas fraction
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A simple experiment …
Compilation of CO observations for high-z AGN, normal MS and SMGs
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— there is no clear transition btw SMGs,
obscured QSO and unobscured QSOs
— there is no clear relation between the
AGN obscuration (NH) and the SFE:
CT QSOs w/ SFE ~ 80 up to >400

0
5 Compton
(CT) AGNIR
(1 luminosity,
new CO(1-0)LIR
+ ,4for
literature)
1-0) luminosity,
LCO
, andThick
(8 1000µm)
the samples
red QSOs described in this paper, we report the 3 upper limits, as labelled.
bols refer to QSOs. Where column density measurements are available, scaled
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SFE and AGN obscuration

— there is a separation in SFE btw SFGs
and QSOs (obscured & unobscured)
This separation cannot be explained by
biases in SFE derivations and redshift
distributions
— unobscured and obscured QSOs have
similar high SFEs.
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low gas fractions in dusty AGN
Gas fraction estimates for dusty AGN with known Mstar
A&A proofs: manuscript no. 33040_corr
(mostly from SED; see Table C.2 in MP+18)

expected gas fraction for MS galaxies
for given Mstar (Sargent+14; see also
e.g. Dessauges-Zavadski+17,Tacconi+18)
(SMGs should have similar or higher
fgas; Sargent+14, Tacconi+18)
— obscured AGN are preferentially
located below the relation expected for MS
galaxies.
— CT AGN (star symbols) have fgas < 0.2

Fig. 5: Left panel: Redshift evolution of the gas fraction fgas for our sample of dusty AGN. The targets are colour-coded according to the dis

from the main sequence of SFGs (see colour bar in the bottom right corner). For BzK8608 and CDF153 we also show (with open symbol
upper limits we would obtain by assuming ↵CO = 0.8 instead of 3.6 (see §2.2). The predicted evolutionary
of MS
galaxies
M star = 10
AGN13trend
— 9-12
Oct.
2018,ofMilano
from the 2-SFM model is shown with a solid curve (shaded area: 1 scatter around average evolutionary trend line). We also show the pred

low gas fractions in dusty AGN
Gas fraction estimates for dusty AGN with known Mstar
(mostly from SED; see Table C.2 in MP+18)

SFGs

— obscured AGN are preferentially
located below the relation expected for
MS galaxies.
— CT QSOs and merging systems are
associated w/ very low µgas

outﬂows?
J0302

Evidence of outflow in SW targets (Polletta+08),
GMASS953 (Talia+18), XID2028 (Brusa+18);
J0302 is a merging system with complex kinematics (see
refs. in MP+18)
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Feedback eﬀects in the early phases
of the SB-QSO sequence

Mkn 848
Merging system at z ~ 0.04

galaxy
SMBH
NLR

MaNGA data-cube analysis revealed
multi-phase ( atomic + ionised ) outflows driven
by AGN activity in both galaxies (MP, Cresci +18, subm. to A&A).

tidal tail
dust lane
[O III] (

) & Na ID (

):

high-v receding gas

See also e.g. Feruglio+13,15, Rupke & Veilleux 13,15, Saito+17

~10 ‘’, 8 kpc

high-v approaching gas
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Feedback eﬀects in the early phases
of the SB-QSO sequence

[OIII]5007
A4

A3

Cheshire Cat
lensed system at z ~ 2.2

A2
A1

LBT/ARGOS observations with curved-slits
reveal the presence of ionised outflows in a lensed
merging system at z ~ 2 (MP, Curti +18).
See also e.g. Vayner+17, Banerji+17, Harrison+12
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Conclusions

— dusty AGN are associated with SFEs very similar to those of unobscured QSOs, and higher than those
of SMGs
— the high SFE in dusty AGN is reasonably due to depleted cold gas reservoirs (low gas fractions) rather
than significant SFR variations
Possible interpretation:

The high SFE and low gas fractions of dusty AGN could be due to multi-phase outflows.
— SFE and molecular dust reservoirs of CT AGN are significantly different from those of SFGs
— CT AGN may behave more similarly to unobscured QSOs than to SMGs.
Possible interpretations:

1) Powerful outflows can strongly deplete the cold gas reservoirs already from the early
phases of the SB-QSO sequence.
2) Similar SFE in obscured and unobscured AGN could not imply a temporal sequence
for the two samples
SMGs

CT & dusty AGN unobscured AGN

SFE ~ 40 - 200

~ 200 - 1000

~ 400 - 1000

µgas

~ 0.8 - 0.08

(???)

~1
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Fig. 4: First three panels: Cumulative distributions of SFE for the samples of star forming galaxies (green line), unobscured (blue) and dusty

(red) QSOs in the three redshift intervals specified along the upper edge of the figures. All targets collected from the literature (for which SFE
measurements can be derived) are used to construct the cumulative distributions; in the first panel, we do not report the cumulative distribution
of unobscured AGN (our sample only includes two of these objects at 1  z  2). The figures show the clear separation in SFE between AGN
and SFGs. Right panel: Cumulative distribution of SFE for the same three samples, considering the entire redshift range covered by our targets.
Short-dashed red line: cumulative SFE distribution of dusty AGN obtained by reducing by 60% all their IR luminosities to test for the impact of
cool, AGN-heated dust (e.g. Duras et al. 2017; see §4.1.2 for details). Long-dashed red line: distribution of dusty AGN for which a high-quality
LIR has been measured through an SED-decomposition into AGN and galaxy emission.

(and molecular gas content; see §4.2) of MS galaxies at di↵erent

(⇠ 20%) of star forming galaxies. Instead, the SFE distribution

et al. 2017).
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Gas fraction estimates for dusty AGN w/ known Mstar
(mostly from SED; see Table C.2 in MP+18)

SFGs

expected µgas for a dusty AGN in the
blow-out phase with
.
Mout = 5x1010 Msun/yr and
Δtout = 10 Myr
(see e.g. Costa+18, Barai+18,
Perna+15a, Fiore+17)

— obscured AGN are preferentially
located below the relation expected for
MS galaxies.
— CT QSOs and merging systems are
associated w/ very low µgas
J0302

Evidence of outflow in SW targets (Polletta+08),
GMASS953 (Talia+18), XID2028 (Brusa+18);
J0302 is a merging system with complex kinematics (see
refs. in MP+18)

r sample of dusty AGN. The targets are colour-coded according to the distance

